
 

 

 
NURSERY 

TREE OF KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS PROGRESSION:  
Seasons 

Key Knowledge: 
Know what we should we wear to go outside in Autumn. 
Know different signs of Autumn. 
Know that the leaves change colour in Autumn. 
Know how Autumn different to summer? 
Know that it starts to get darker and colder. 
Know the different signs of Winter. 
Know the different types of weather in Winter (Ice, snow) 
Know how Ice is formed. 
Know what an Artist is. 
Know where Antarctica and the Arctic circle are. 
Know what an Igloo is.  

Harvest 
Know what harvest is. 
Know why is harvest an important time. 
Know how to harvest vegetables. 
Know different food groups. 

Know how to identify different signs of spring. 
Know that spring comes after Winter. 
Know the different parts of a plant (Stem, leaf and petal.) 
Know what a daffodil is. 
Know that a plant needs water, soil and oxygen to grow. 
Know how fruit and vegetables grow.  
Know that some vegetables grow from under soil and some grow from trees.  
Know the signs of summer. 
Know that the leaves come back on to the trees.  
Know the different part of a flower, petal, stem, leaf, seed.  
Know the weather changes in the summer. 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Key Skills  
I can identify seasonal changes and talk about them.(UW) 
I can name each season.(UW) 
I can use tools effectively to harvest our crops.(PD) 
I can draw a Picasso penguin. (EAD/PD) 
I can hold a pencil and make marks.(EAD/PD) 
I can discuss what animals live in Antarctica.(UW) 
I can identify what animals live in the Arctic Circle.(UW) 
I draw a map.(EAD/UW/PD) 



 

 

I can make an igloo using blocks. (MD) 
I can use different materials to make a flower.(EAD) 
I can mix colours.(EAD) 
I can make and identify different patterns. (MD) 
 
Key Vocabulary- Autumn, spring, Summer, Winter.  
Seasons, Trees, Leaves, Weather, Lighter, Darker, Night, Day, Hot, Cold, Antarctica, Artic, North Pole, South Pole, 
Penguin, Inuit, Ice, frozen, Icebergs, Igloo Sun, Blubber, Fish, Float, Swim, Rain, Cold, Snow, Grass, Pollen, Petal, 
Stem, Flower, Leaf, Soil, Plants. 
 
Key Questions  
What season are we in? 
What happens to the trees? 
What colour are the trees? 
What is the weather like? 
What happens in this season?  
 
Where is Antarctica?  
Where is the Arctic Circle? 
What animals live in? 
What do Polar Bears look like?  
What is on their fur? 
What do they eat? 
What do penguins do? 
Who looks after the egg? 
What do the eat? 
How do they keep warm?  
How can we build an igloo? 
What materials will we need? 
 
What colours can you see?  
What is an Artist? 
What part of the flower is this? 
What shapes can you see? 
How could we make a flower? 
What patterns can you see? 
 
 
 
 

 


